Running The Rift
As recognized, adventure as capably as experience virtually lesson, amusement, as capably as
promise can be gotten by just checking out a book running the rift afterward it is not directly done,
you could say you will even more roughly this life, in relation to the world.
We meet the expense of you this proper as capably as easy showing off to acquire those all. We have
the funds for running the rift and numerous books collections from fictions to scientific research in
any way. accompanied by them is this running the rift that can be your partner.

Magician: Master - Raymond E. Feist
2017-08-22
He held the fate of two worlds in his hands...
Once he was an orphan called Pug, apprenticed
to a sorcerer of the enchanted land of
Midkemia.. Then he was captured and enslaved
by the Tsurani, a strange, warlike race of
invaders from another world. There, in the
exotic Empire of Kelewan, he earned a new

name--Milamber. He learned to tame the
unnimagined powers that lay withing him. And
he took his place in an ancient struggle against
an evil Enemy older than time itself.
Nairobi Heat- Mukoma Wa Ngugi 2011-09-13
A cop from Wisconsin pursues a killer through
the terrifying slums of Nairobi and the memories
of genocide IN MADISON, WISCONSIN, it’s a
big deal when African peace activist Joshua
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Hakizimana—who saved hundreds of people
from the Rwandan genocide—accepts a position
at the university to teach about “genocide and
testimony.” Then a young woman is found
murdered on his doorstep. Local police Detective
Ishmael—an African-American in an “extremely
white” town—suspects the crime is racially
motivated; the Ku Klux Klan still holds rallies
there, after all. But then he gets a mysterious
phone call: “If you want the truth, you must go
to its source. The truth is in the past. Come to
Nairobi.” It’s the beginning of a journey that will
take him to a place still vibrating from the
genocide that happened around its borders,
where violence is a part of everyday life, where
big-oil money rules and where the local cops
shoot first and ask questions later—a place, in
short, where knowing the truth about history
can get you killed.
In the Shadow of 10,000 Hills - Jennifer
Haupt 2018-04-02
"...more than a page-turning narrative; it's an

embrace of the Kinyarwanda greeting amahoro-'peace.'"—Oprah.com An evocative page-turner
and an eye-opening meditation on the ways we
survive profoundly painful memories and
negotiate the complexities of love.”—Wally
Lamb, author of I Know This Much is True
Finalist – National Reading Group—Great Group
Reads 2018 Finalist – Foreword Indies Book of
the Year In 1968, a disillusioned and
heartbroken Lillian Carlson left Atlanta after the
assassination of Martin Luther King. She found
meaning in the hearts of orphaned African
children and cobbled together her own small
orphanage in the Rift Valley alongside the lush
forests of Rwanda. Three decades later, in New
York City, Rachel Shepherd, lost and
heartbroken herself, embarks on a journey to
find the father who abandoned her as a young
child, determined to solve the enigma of Henry
Shepherd, a now-famous photographer. When an
online search turns up a clue to his
whereabouts, Rachel travels to Rwanda to
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connect with an unsuspecting and uncooperative
Lillian. While Rachel tries to unravel the mystery
of her father's disappearance, she finds
unexpected allies in an ex-pat doctor running
from his past and a young Tutsi woman who
lived through a profound experience alongside
her father. Set against the backdrop of a country
grieving and trying to heal after a devastating
civil war, follow the intertwining stories of three
women who discover something unexpected:
grace when there can be no forgiveness. "An
intensely beautiful debut.”—Library Journal
"Good choice for those seeking tales of hope . . .
and it may prove popular with book
clubs.”—Booklist
The Great Rift - James Mann 2020-01-14
The Great Rift is a sweeping history of the
intertwined careers of Dick Cheney and Colin
Powell, whose rivalry and conflicting views of
U.S. national security color our political debate
to this day. Dick Cheney and Colin Powell
emerged on the national scene more than thirty

years ago, and it is easy to forget that they were
once allies. The two men collaborated closely in
the successful American wars in Panama and
Iraq during the presidency of George H. W.
Bush--but from this pinnacle, conflicts of
ideology and sensibility drove them apart.
Returning to government service under George
W. Bush in 2001, they (and their respective
allies within the administration) fell into everdeepening antagonism over the role America
should play in a world marked by terrorism and
other nontraditional threats. In a wide-ranging,
deeply researched, and dramatic narrative,
James Mann explores each man’s biography and
philosophical predispositions to show how and
why this deep and permanent rupture occurred.
Through dozens of original interviews and
surprising revelations from presidential
archives, he brings to life the very human story
of how this influential friendship turned so sour
and how the enmity of these two powerful men
colored the way America acts in the world.
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Day One Routing in Fat Trees - Melchior
Aelmans 2020-12-25
On Sal Mal Lane - Ru Freeman 2013-04-29
One of Reader's Digest Best Summer Reads
(US). Set against the backdrop of the Sri Lankan
civil war, Ru Freeman’s epic novel explores the
lives of the diverse families that live on Sal Mal
Lane and the heartbreaking ways this once
harmonious community turns on one another
with the country on the brink of war. On the day
the Herath family moves in, Sal Mal Lane is a
quiet street, disturbed only by the cries of the
children whose triumphs and tragedies sustain
the families that live there. As each neighbour
adapts to the newcomers in different ways, the
children fill their days with cricket matches,
romantic crushes, and small rivalries. But when
the tides of civil war begin to turn towards the
neighbourhood, their differences ignite in ways
no one could have imagined. As the stability of
their neighborhood is threatened by clashing

political beliefs and prejudices, the children of
the community are forced to watch their parents
and friends turn against one another. Seen
through the children's eyes, the events on Sal
Mal Lane come to mirror the course of modern
Sri Lanka at its most violent and volatile. A
powerful, evocative work, On Sal Mal Lane
masterfully illuminates the origins of this war
and explores the lengths family will go to protect
one another.
The Rift Uprising
- Amy S. Foster 2016-10-04
“High emotional stakes and an intriguing
premise make this first entry in Foster’s new
trilogy a solid next read for those who enjoyed
Pierce Brown’s Red Rising or Veronica Roth’s
Divergent." -- Library Journal An alternate
reality that feels all-too-real, The Rift Uprising is
the explosive start to a new trilogy that blurs the
line between parallel universes—not to mention
YA and adult science fiction—from acclaimed
lyricist and storyteller Amy S. Foster. Normal
seventeen-year-old girls go to high school, binge
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watch TV shows all weekend, and flirt with
everyone on the face of the Earth. But Ryn
Whitaker is trying to save it. Ryn is a Citadel. A
soldier. A liar. Ryn and her fellow Citadels were
specially chosen and trained to guard a Rift—one
of fourteen unpredictable tears in the fabric of
the universe that serve as doorways to alternate
Earths. Unbeknownst to her family, Ryn leaves
for school each day and then reports for duty as
an elite, cybernetically-altered soldier who can
run faster, jump farther, and fight better than a
Navy SEAL—which comes in handy when she’s
not sure if axe-wielding Vikings or any number
of other scared and often dangerous beings
come through the Rift. A fine-tuned weapon, Ryn
is a picture-perfect Citadel. But that’s all about
to change. When a young man named Ezra is
pulled through the Rift, Ryn finds herself
immediately drawn to him, despite her training.
What starts as a physical attraction quickly
grows deeper, and Ezra’s curiosity throws Ryn
off balance when he starts questioning the Rifts,

the mysterious organization that oversees them,
and the Citadels themselves—questions that lead
Ryn to wonder if the lies she’s been telling her
family are just the surface of a much bigger lie
told to her. As Ryn and Ezra desperately try to
get to that truth, they discover that each
revelation blurs the line between the villains and
the heroes even more.
Running the Rift - Naomi Benaron 2012-10-16
Winner of the PEN/Bellwether Prize for Fiction:
An “audacious and compelling” novel of one man
trying to outrun the horrors of the Rwandan
genocide (The Washington Post). A Kansas City
Star, Seattle Times, and BookBrowse Best of the
Year Pick Running the Rift follows the progress
of Jean Patrick Nkuba from the day he knows
that running will be his life to the moment he
must run to save his life. A naturally gifted
athlete, he sprints over the thousand hills of
Rwanda and dreams of becoming his country’s
first Olympic medal winner in track. But Jean
Patrick is a Tutsi in a world that has become
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increasingly restrictive and violent for his
people. As tensions mount between the Hutu and
Tutsi, he holds fast to his dream that running
might deliver him, and his people, from the
brutality around them. Winner of the
PEN/Bellwether Prize for Socially Engaged
Fiction, Naomi Benaron has written a stunning
and gorgeous novel that—through the eyes of
one unforgettable boy—explores a country’s
unraveling, its tentative new beginning, and the
love that binds its people together. “A profound
display of imagination and empathy. Benaron
writes like Jean Patrick runs, with the heart of a
lion.” —The Dallas Morning News “A novel full
of unspeakable strife but also joy, humor, and
love.” —O, The Oprah Magazine “This is truly
fearless writing: ambitious, beautiful,
unapologetically passionate.” —Barbara
Kingsolver, New York Times–bestselling author
“A culturally rich and unflinching story of
resilience and resistance.” —Chicago Tribune
“Benaron accomplishes the improbable feat of

wringing genuine loveliness from unspeakable
horror.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review)
The Rift - Rachel Lynch 2021-04-22
To save one life, she risks many others. Working
for the Royal Military Police, Major Helen Scott
is used to rapid change. On a posting to Paris
she oversees security for a NATO summit in the
city, yet has barely begun before her presence is
demanded at Interpol headquarters in Lyon.
Helen’s orders are to locate a kidnapping victim
– the eldest son of oil magnate Khalil Dalmani.
The main suspect is Fawaz bin Nabil, whose
fortune has been made from illegal trade
familiar to the intelligence agencies. Helen
knows the pain of loss and won’t rest until
Khalil’s child is found. Along the way, she
crosses paths with old faces and forms new
alliances. But who will betray her trust? A
stunning new thriller from the author of the
acclaimed DI Kelly Porter novels and a rising
star in British crime fiction. Praise for The Rift 'A
gripping, rollercoaster of a thriller. Great
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characters, pacy plot with plenty of twists – I
couldn't put it down.' Simon McCleave, author of
the DI Ruth Hunter Crime Thriller series
The Sisters of Summit Avenue - Lynn Cullen
2020-04-21
From the bestselling author of Mrs. Poe and
Twain’s End comes a “poignant, beautifully
rendered story of two sisters who find the
courage to reclaim their bond after years of
misunderstandings and heartbreak” (Melanie
Benjamin, New York Times bestselling author)
during the Great Depression. 1934. Ruth has
been single-handedly raising four young
daughters and running her family’s Indiana farm
for eight long years, ever since her husband,
John, was infected by the infamous “sleeping
sickness” devastating families across the
country. If only she could trade places with her
older sister, June: blonde and beautiful, married
to a wealthy doctor, living in a mansion in St.
Paul. And June has a coveted job, too, as one of
“the Bettys,” the perky recipe developers who

populate the famous Betty Crocker test kitchen.
But these gilded trappings hide sorrows: she has
borne no children. And the man she loves more
than anything belongs to Ruth. When the two
sisters reluctantly reunite after a long
estrangement, June’s bitterness about her
sister’s betrayal sets into motion a confrontation
that’s been years in the making. And their
mother, Dorothy, who’s brought the two of them
together, has her own dark secrets, which might
blow up the fragile peace she hopes to restore
between her daughters. An emotional journey of
redemption, inner strength, and the ties that
bind families together, for better or worse, The
Sisters of Summit Avenue is a moving and
heartfelt tribute to mothers, daughters, and
sisters everywhere.
Rifts - J F Mehentee 2021-12-03
To save a world, he must risk his own. While
testing fireworks, orphan Sam shoots down a
dragon and her knight. A dying emperor begs his
wife, Maria, to abdicate and avoid the ensuing
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power struggle for their failing empire. With her
mind bound to the human who shot her out of
the sky, Eliana upsets her father’s plans for
returning their people to their home world. Rifts,
invisible gates between worlds and a source of
magical energy, connect the fates of Sam, Maria
and Eliana. Sam’s destiny is to seal the Rifts.
Unbeknown to Maria, her dead son and heir to
the empire, Sam, still lives. And if the Rifts close,
Eliana and her people can’t return home. Set in
a world where animals host human souls,
machines weave magic and people aren’t who
they claim to be, Rifts is the first book in a threepart epic fantasy series.
The Daily Show (The Book)
- Chris Smith
2016-11-22
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The complete,
uncensored history of the award-winning The
Daily Show with Jon Stewart, as told by its
correspondents, writers, and host. For almost
seventeen years, The Daily Show with Jon
Stewart brilliantly redefined the borders

between television comedy, political satire, and
opinionated news coverage. It launched the
careers of some of today's most significant
comedians, highlighted the hypocrisies of the
powerful, and garnered 23 Emmys. Now the
show's behind-the-scenes gags, controversies,
and camaraderie will be chronicled by the
players themselves, from legendary host Jon
Stewart to the star cast members and writersincluding Samantha Bee, Stephen Colbert, John
Oliver, and Steve Carell - plus some of The Daily
Show's most prominent guests and adversaries:
John and Cindy McCain, Glenn Beck, Tucker
Carlson, and many more. This oral history takes
the reader behind the curtain for all the show's
highlights, from its origins as Comedy Central's
underdog late-night program to Trevor Noah's
succession, rising from a scrappy jester in the
24-hour political news cycle to become part of
the beating heart of politics-a trusted source for
not only comedy but also commentary, with a
reputation for calling bullshit and an ability to
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effect real change in the world. Through years of
incisive election coverage, passionate debates
with President Obama and Hillary Clinton, feuds
with Bill O'Reilly and Fox, and provocative takes
on Wall Street and racism, The Daily Show has
been a cultural touchstone. Now, for the first
time, the people behind the show's seminal
moments come together to share their memories
of the last-minute rewrites, improvisations,
pranks, romances, blow-ups, and moments of
Zen both on and off the set of one of America's
most groundbreaking shows.
A Rift Between Cities - Liz Delton 2016-11-23
The first of the Four Cities to fall under
Governor Greyling's terrible rule, Riftcity is
finally fighting back, thanks to the help of
Ember, Flint, and a reluctant Ven. Still
struggling with his feelings for what happened in
Lightcity, Ven's reluctance might prove to be
well-founded after Greyling hears of the rebel
activity in Riftcity. Back home to Meadowcity,
Sylvia and the Defenders are preparing for

battle, fearing it to come any day. Out training in
the wilds one day, Sylvia is taken by the Scouts.
Unwilling to risk another tragedy like Lightcity,
Meadowcity is unable to help her. In Seascape,
Atlan Blackwater is battling with the biggest
decision of his life. When he finds out about
Sylvia's abduction, he seeks help from his
friends in Seascape-but can they get to Sylvia in
time? With her instincts and his knowledge, can
Sylvia and Atlan discover what it takes to mend
the rift between cities?
Running the Rift - Naomi Benaron 2012-01-01
Rwandan runner Jean Patrick Nkuba dreams of
winning an Olympic gold medal and uniting his
ethnically divided country, only to be driven
from everyone he loves when the violence starts,
after which he must find a way back to a better
life.
Running the Rift
- Naomi Benaron 2014-05-10
Winner of the PEN/Bellwether Prize for Fiction,
this powerful debut novel describes the life of a
young Tutsi boy who comes of age during the
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Rwandan genocide.
Rift - Richard Cox 2004-06-29
In an age where reality and science fiction are
colliding, Richard Cox’s extraordinary debut
thriller takes its place as an all-too-believable
novel of white-knuckle adventure. For when an
ordinary man makes one great leap for mankind,
he triggers a chain of events that endangers his
life, fractures his certainty, and plunges
everyone he knows into a place where nothing is
what it seems. Cameron Fisher is bored. With
his wife, Misty. With his job as an accountant at
NeuroStor, the high-tech microchip firm. With
everything about his life—until he is offered five
million dollars to test a secret new technology
that uses a wrinkle in quantum physics to
transmit matter from one place to another. His
employer’s high-stakes brainchild is ready for its
first human test. And Cameron Fisher is all too
happy to oblige. One moment Cameron is sitting
naked in a seven-by-seven-foot metal room in
Houston; the next second he is in a laboratory in

Phoenix—trembling now not with fear but joy.
Within hours, Cameron will be free to go home.
But first there is a celebratory drink—and a
strange and scintillating meeting with a
spectacularly beautiful woman. Then he’s being
followed by men with guns . . . and suddenly
Cameron is running, stumbling, falling into a
world that looks like his own, but in which he
has become a ragged stranger, accused of
murder and pursued by people who want him
dead. It appears that NeuroStor’s invention has
changed Cameron. Next, it will change the
entire world. With its stunning twists, sensual
adventure, and raw, psychological suspense, Rift
takes readers on a thrill-a-second ride to one last
amazing choice for Cameron Fisher. A gripping
and utterly satisfying work of storytelling magic,
Rift asks the ultimate question: What if you had
to die to find out what it really means to be
alive?
Avatar: The Last Airbender--The Promise
Omnibus - Bryan Konietzko 2020-06-30
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Aang and friends must join together once again
as the four nations' tenuous peace is threatened
by an impasse between Fire Lord Zuko and
Earth King Kuei! As the world heads toward
another devastating war, Aang's friendship with
Zuko throws him into the middle of the conflict!
Available for the first time in omnibus format,
this volume collects parts 1-3 of Avatar: The Last
Airbender - The Promise. This is the official
continuation of the hit Nickelodeon(TM) series!
Beyond the Rift
- K. J. Simpson 2019-05-10
"And you wonder why nobody wants you!" Those
aren't exactly the words young Dawn needs to
hear after losing one parent and being
abandoned by the other. Left to live with her
aunt, who barely acknowledges her existence, it
seems as though she is destined for a lonely and
miserable life of deprivation. That is, until Ryous
finds six-year-old Dawn lost in the forest. With
his glowing blue eyes, strange clothes, and
bizarre accent, he must be from far away, Dawn
assumes. She doesn't realize how far until he

shows her the rift he travels through that
connects their two worlds. But why was he
meant to find her? And how is it that under
Ryous's tutelage, Dawn shows a natural gift for
defending herself with the same weaponry his
people use for survival? On her eighteenth
birthday, Dawn receives a letter from her
mother, written before she died, revealing the
answer to Ryous's long-awaited question.
There's only one problem: Ryous is missing. Not
willing to lose another parent, Dawn must break
her promise to never go through the rift and
ventures into Ryous's world to find him.
Kiss of the Vampire - Cynthia Garner
2012-02-01
Warriors of the Rift Once a generation, the rift
between the paranormal world and the human
world opens, allowing supernatural entities to
cross. Vampire, demon, or shapeshifter, they can
save the world-or send it spiraling into chaos.
Half-demon, half-human, Nix de la Fuente is
accepted by neither and mistrusted by both.
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Determined to prove she's more human than not,
she devotes herself to solving crimes between
the world's mortals and its most unsavory
undead. But her latest case brings her face to
face with the one vampire she could never resist
. . . Called in to investigate a string of violent
murders, special agent Tobias Caine isn't
interested in rekindling his relationship with
Nix. Yet one look and the vampire knows his
need for her is as strong as ever. Once, their allconsuming passion nearly cost Nix her fragile
hold on her humanity. Now, as their hunger for
one another intensifies, exposing them to an
unimaginable danger, it could cost them both
their lives.
The Book Thief - Markus Zusak 2007-12-18
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • ONE OF
TIME MAGAZINE’S 100 BEST YA BOOKS OF
ALL TIME The extraordinary, beloved novel
about the ability of books to feed the soul even
in the darkest of times. When Death has a story
to tell, you listen. It is 1939. Nazi Germany. The

country is holding its breath. Death has never
been busier, and will become busier still. Liesel
Meminger is a foster girl living outside of
Munich, who scratches out a meager existence
for herself by stealing when she encounters
something she can’t resist–books. With the help
of her accordion-playing foster father, she learns
to read and shares her stolen books with her
neighbors during bombing raids as well as with
the Jewish man hidden in her basement. In
superbly crafted writing that burns with
intensity, award-winning author Markus Zusak,
author of I Am the Messenger, has given us one
of the most enduring stories of our time. “The
kind of book that can be life-changing.” —The
New York Times “Deserves a place on the same
shelf with The Diary of a Young Girl by Anne
Frank.” —USA Today DON’T MISS BRIDGE OF
CLAY, MARKUS ZUSAK’S FIRST NOVEL SINCE
THE BOOK THIEF.
The Rift Walker - Clay Griffith 2011-09-06
This second book in a trilogy of high adventure
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and alternate history combines rousing pulp
action with steampunk style, bringing epic
political themes to life within a story of
heartbreaking romance, sacrifice, and heroism.
Princess Adele struggles with a life of marriage
and obligation as her Equatorian Empire and
their American Republic allies stand on the brink
of war against the vampire clans of the north.
However, the alliance's horrific strategy for total
victory drives Adele to abandon her duty and
embark on a desperate quest to keep her nation
from staining its hands with genocide. Reunited
with her great love, the mysterious adventurer
known to the world as the Greyfriar, Adele is
pursued by her own people as well as her
vengeful husband, Senator Clark. With the
human alliance in disarray, Prince Cesare, lord
of the British vampire clan, seizes the initiative
and strikes at the very heart of Equatoria. As
Adele labors to bring order to her world, she
learns more about the strange powers she
exhibited in the north. Her teacher, Mamoru,

leads a secret cabal of geomancers who believe
Adele is the one who can touch the vast power of
the Earth that surges through ley lines and wells
up at the rifts where the lines meet. These
energies are the key to defeating the enemy of
mankind. If Princess Adele could ever bring this
power under her command, she could be death
to vampires. But such a victory would also cost
the life of Adele's beloved Greyfriar. From the
Trade Paperback edition.
Good Kings Bad Kings - Susan Nussbaum
2013-01-01
The residents at a facility for disabled young
people in Chicago build trust and make friends
in an effort to fight against their living
conditions and mistreatment in this debut novel
from the playwright behind “Mishuganismo.”
Seven Wonders Book 5: The Legend of the Rift
Peter Lerangis 2016-03-08
Percy Jackson meets Indiana Jones in the final
installment of the New York Times bestselling
epic adventure Seven Wonders! Jack, Marco,
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Cass, and Aly’s quest to find the seven magic
orbs buried beneath each of the Seven Wonders
of the Ancient World has hit a perilous snag.
King Uhla’ar has kidnapped Aly and taken her
and an orb back through a rift in time. A giant,
merciless behemoth guards the opening, and so
Jack and his friends realize that their only hope
to rescue Aly is to rush to find the rest of the lost
Loculi. This mission takes them around the
world—to the Temple of Artemis to fend off a
mighty army and then to the Lighthouse of
Alexandria, where they wind up swallowed in the
belly of a beast. But before all is said and done,
they must return to where it all began, to
Atlantis, to save Aly, themselves…and the world.
Don’t miss The Legend of the Rift, the epic finale
to Peter Lerangis’s earth-shattering, New York
Times bestselling adventure series, Seven
Wonders.
Avatar: The Last Airbender - The Promise Part 3
- Gene Luen Yang 2013-07-02
Avatar: The Last Airbender creators Michael

Dante DiMartino and Bryan Konietzko bring The
Promise to its explosive conclusion! The
Harmony Restoration Movement has failed, and
the four nations are plunged back into war! In
the midst of the battle, can Aang and Fire Lord
Zuko mend the rift between them, or will Aang
be forced to take actions that can't be undone?
Written by Eisner winner and National Book
Award nominee Gene Luen Yang (American Born
Chinese) and drawn by Gurihiru(Thor and the
Warriors Four), this is the adventure Avatar fans
have been craving!
Lord of the Flies - William Golding 2003-12-16
Golding’s iconic 1954 novel, now with a new
foreword by Lois Lowry, remains one of the
greatest books ever written for young adults and
an unforgettable classic for readers of any age.
This edition includes a new Suggestions for
Further Reading by Jennifer Buehler. At the
dawn of the next world war, a plane crashes on
an uncharted island, stranding a group of
schoolboys. At first, with no adult supervision,
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their freedom is something to celebrate. This far
from civilization they can do anything they want.
Anything. But as order collapses, as strange
howls echo in the night, as terror begins its
reign, the hope of adventure seems as far
removed from reality as the hope of being
rescued.
Dino-Rift - Derek Borne 2021-07-21
The Rift. A gateway to a prehistoric world. For
years, SauraCorps has kept its existence
confidential while touting themselves as a runof-the-mill dinosaur museum. For two Utah
teens, Kamren and Vivienne, a care-free night to
themselves quickly turns into a daunting trek
through an exotic, unfamiliar time. Not only do
they stumble upon SauraCorps' nefarious
agenda, they also encounter major discrepancies
concerning the past that would rewrite history
books as we know them. Kam and Viv's reliance
on each other through the primeval environment
also tests their friendship in unexpected ways.
Will they survive and make it home...together?

Note: Dino-Rift is set in the same universe as
Derek Borne's "The Ultimate Agent" series.
Heart of the Demon- Cynthia Garner 2013-02-26
Once a generation, the rift between the
paranormal world and the human world opens,
allowing supernatural entities to cross. Vampire,
demon, or shapeshifter, they can save the worldor send it spiraling into chaos. The next opening
of the rift is coming-and its consequences will be
deadly. A rogue group of human-hating
preternaturals is planning an apocalyptic attack,
but the Council of Preternaturals may have
found the key to saving the world: Keira O'Brien,
a fey with a long criminal record, whose
empathic abilities once made her the queen of
con artists. If she successfully infiltrates the
dangerous faction, the sins of her past will be
forgiven. Keira isn't the only agent working
against the rogue prets. Finn Evnissyen, a
powerful demon with a dark lineage, is a hired
assassin looking for a way out. If he stops the
threat, he will finally earn his freedom. As the
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rift fast approaches, and danger escalates, Finn
and Keira must discover if they're on the same
side-or sleeping with the enemy . . .
Running The Rift - Naomi Benaron 2012-01-17
Naomi Benaron’s debut novel follows Rwandan
Jean Patrick Nkuba, a Tutsi, from his earliest
dreams of becoming his country’s first Olympic
medal contender in track, to the moment when
he finds himself facing a mob of killers, with no
choice but to vault over a wall and run for his
life. In the years preceding the genocide, Jean
Patrick’s world becomes ever more violent and
restrictive, spinning toward the inevitable
moment when the killing begins and he must
leave behind the woman and country he loves.
Benaron interweaves Rwanda’s politics, the
beauty of its landscape, and the yearning and
dedication of Jean Patrick himself into a
tremendously moving story of the country and
the character’s unraveling and tentative new
beginning.
Running with the Kenyans - Adharanand Finn

2012-05-15
“Completely satisfying, as well-paced and
exhilarating as a good run.”—The Boston Globe
Whether running is your recreation or your
religion, Adharanand Finn’s incredible journey
to the elite training camps of Kenya will
captivate and inspire you, as he ventures to
uncover the secrets of the fastest people on
earth. Finn’s mesmerizing quest combines a
fresh look at barefoot running, practical advice
on the sport, and the fulfillment of a lifelong
dream: to run with his heroes. Uprooting his
family of five, Finn traveled to a small, chaotic
town in the Rift Valley province of Kenya—a
mecca for long-distance runners, thanks to its
high altitude, endless paths, and some of the top
training schools in the world. There Finn would
run side by side with Olympic champions, young
hopefuls, and barefoot schoolchildren, and meet
a cast of unforgettable characters. Amid the
daily challenges of training and of raising a
family abroad, Finn would learn invaluable
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lessons about running—and about life. With a
new Afterword by the author. “Not everyone
gets to heaven in their lifetime. Adharanand
Finn tried to run there, and succeeded. Running
with the Kenyans is a great read.”—Bernd
Heinrich, author of Why We Run “Part scientific
study, travel memoir, and tale of self-discovery,
Finn’s journey makes for a smart and
entertaining read.”—Publishers Weekly “A hymn
to the spirit, to the heartbreaking beauty of
tenacity, to the joy of movement.”—The Plain
Dealer
Mending the Rift
- Chris T. Kat 2016-03-14
When Luca finds himself pregnant with Marcus's
baby, can he win the fight for his life and that of
his unborn child?
The Seeds of New Earth (the Silent Earth, Book
2) - Mark R. Healy 2014-12-17
The Earth is in ruins. Cities and nations
destroyed. Mankind is extinct. Brant and Arsha
are synthetics, machines made in the image of
people. They dream of bringing humans back

into the world and have the technology to
succeed, but the obstacles in their way are
mounting. Not only are their own conflicting
ideals creating a rift between them, but now the
sinister Marauders are closing in as they seek
revenge on Brant. Out in the wasteland, strange
lights and mysterious objects in the sky herald
the arrival of new factions that seek to control
the region. Even in the once quiet streets of
their own city, malevolent forces are beginning
to unfurl that threaten the sanctity of everything
they hold dear, jeopardising the future that is
within their grasp. The Silent Earth Series Book
1 - After the Winter:
amazon.com/dp/B00P02FBPM
The Heroes Return - Monica Tesler 2019-12-17
Jasper and Mira must escape the rift and deliver
the Youli’s message to Earth Force before it’s
too late in this action-packed fourth novel in
what Shannon Messenger calls the “richly
detailed, highly imaginative” Bounders series!
After escaping the Youli’s attack on Alkalinia,
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Jasper and Mira find themselves trapped with
the lost aeronauts in the rift, a rip in space
where time moves differently. For every minute
they spend in the rift, they are losing days back
home. Just when Jasper fears they’ll be stuck in
limbo forever, the most unlikely ally shows up:
the Youli. The Youli promise to rescue everyone
in the rift, but their help comes at a price. First,
Jasper must tell Earth Force that the Youli want
peace. And second, Mira can’t return with
Jasper. She has to leave with the Youli. Back
home, almost a year has passed. The Youli war is
public, Bounders are in space full-time, and
Jasper’s pod is divided. Cole and Lucy have been
promoted. Marco and Addy are missing. Jasper
delivers the Youli’s message, but the admiral
isn’t interested in peace talks. Instead, she sends
Jasper and the aeronauts on a publicity tour of
Earth to build support for the war. At first,
Jasper revels in the spotlight. But it soon
becomes clear that if Jasper doesn’t convince
Earth Force to stop fighting—and soon—there

won’t be an Earth left to fight for, and he may
never see Mira again.
A Rift in the Earth - James Reston 2017-09-05
An “absolutely fascinating” account of the
ferocious five-year battle over the design of the
Vietnam Veterans Memorial (James Fallows, The
Atlantic). A Rift in the Earth tells the remarkable
story of the “art war” that took place between
1979 and 1984 over what kind of memorial
should be built to honor the men and women
who died in Vietnam. The story intertwines art,
politics, historical memory, patriotism, racism,
and a fascinating set of characters, from those
who fought in the conflict to those who resisted
it to politicians at the highest level. At its center
are two enduring figures: Maya Lin, a young
Asian-American architecture student at Yale
whose abstract design won the international
competition but triggered a fierce backlash
among powerful figures; and Frederick Hart, an
innovative sculptor of humble origins on the
cusp of stardom. James Reston, Jr., a veteran
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who lost a close friend in the war and has
written incisively about the conflict's bitter
aftermath, explores how the debate reignited
passions around Vietnam long after the war’s
end and raised questions about how best to
honor those who fought and sacrificed in an illadvised war. Richly illustrated with photographs
from the era and design entries from the
memorial competition, A Rift in the Earth is a
“powerful” story of America’s not-so-distant past
(Kirkus Reviews, starred review). “Dramatically
and incisively chronicles the ‘art war’ over the
Vietnam Veterans Memorial that raged from
1979 to 1984, reopening the wounds of that
tragic conflict . . . As current battles are waged
over public statues honoring leaders of the
Confederacy, Reston’s account of an earlier
struggle over the art of remembrance offers a
clarifying and affecting perspective.” —Booklist
“An absolutely fascinating account of the
artistic, political, personal, and cultural tensions
that arose from America's most divisive war, and

that led to one the country’s greatest works of
public art. I followed the controversy over the
Vietnam Veterans memorial when it was
underway, but I learned from almost every page
of this book.” —James Fallows, The Atlantic
“Extraordinary.” —Ken Burns
What's Mine and Yours - Naima Coster
2021-03-02
A Read with Jenna Today Show Book Club Pick!
An instant New York Times bestseller! A USA
Today bestseller! Named a Best Book of 2021 by
Amazon • Esquire • Marie Claire • Refinery29 •
Kirkus • Redbook • Ms. Magazine • The Millions
• Undomesticated Magazine • Paperback Paris
"A once-every-few-years reading
experience."—Mary Beth Keane, New York
Times bestselling author of Ask Again, Yes
"Coster portrays her characters’ worlds with
startling vitality. As the children fall in lust and
love, grapple with angst and battle the tides of
New South politics, Coster’s writing
shines"—New York Times Book Review From the
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author of Halsey Street, a sweeping novel of
legacy, identity, the American family—and the
ways that race affects even our most intimate
relationships. A community in the Piedmont of
North Carolina rises in outrage as a county
initiative draws students from the largely Black
east side of town into predominantly white high
schools on the west. For two students, Gee and
Noelle, the integration sets off a chain of events
that will tie their two families together in
unexpected ways over the next twenty years. On
one side of the integration debate is Jade, Gee's
steely, ambitious mother. In the aftermath of a
harrowing loss, she is determined to give her
son the tools he'll need to survive in America as
a sensitive, anxious, young Black man. On the
other side is Noelle's headstrong mother, Lacey
May, a white woman who refuses to see her halfLatina daughters as anything but white. She
strives to protect them as she couldn't protect
herself from the influence of their charming but
unreliable father, Robbie. When Gee and Noelle

join the school play meant to bridge the divide
between new and old students, their paths
collide, and their two seemingly disconnected
families begin to form deeply knotted, messy ties
that will shape the trajectory of their adult lives.
And their mothers—each determined to see her
child inherit a better life—will make choices that
will haunt them for decades to come. As love is
built and lost, and the past never too far behind,
What's Mine and Yours is an expansive, vibrant
tapestry that moves between the years, from the
foothills of North Carolina, to Atlanta, Los
Angeles, and Paris. It explores the unique
organism that is every family: what breaks them
apart and how they come back together.
The Rift - Alex Perry 2015-11-17
A vivid, powerful, and controversial look at how
the world gets Africa wrong, and how a
resurgent Africa is forcing it to think again.
Africa has long been misunderstood -- and
abused -- by outsiders. Correspondent Alex Perry
traveled the continent for most of a decade,
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meeting with entrepreneurs and warlords,
professors and cocaine smugglers, presidents
and jihadis. Beginning with a devastating
investigation into a largely unreported war
crime-in 2011, when the US and the major aid
agencies helped cause a famine in which
250,000 Somalis died-he finds Africa at a
moment of furious self-assertion. To finally win
their freedom, Africans must confront three last
false prophets-Islamists, dictators and aid
workers-who would keep them in their bonds.
Beautifully written, intimately reported, and sure
to spark debate, The Rift passionately argues
that a changing Africa revolutionizes our ideas
of it, and of ourselves.
Under Fortunate Stars - Ren Hutchings
2022-05-10
Two Ships. One Chance To Save The Future.
Fleeing the final days of the generations-long
war with the alien Felen, smuggler Jereth
Keeven’s freighter the Jonah breaks down in a
strange rift in deep space, with little chance of

rescue—until they encounter the research vessel
Gallion, which claims to be from 152 years in the
future. The Gallion’s chief engineer Uma Ozakka
has always been fascinated with the past,
especially the tale of the Fortunate Five, who
ended the war with the Felen. When the Gallion
rescues a run-down junk freighter, Ozakka is
shocked to recognize the Five's legendary
ship—and the Five's famed leader, Eldric
Leesongronski, among the crew. But nothing
else about Leesongronski and his crewmates
seems to match up with the historical record.
With their ships running out of power in the rift,
more than the lives of both crews may be at
stake...
The Rift - Rachael Craw 2019-10-08
As corporate greed is pitted against
supernatural forces, two young friends must try
to protect the precious Old Herd -- and their
island itself. For generations, the rangers of
Black Water Island have guarded the Old Herd
against the horrors released by the Rift. And Cal
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West, an apprentice ranger, fights daily to prove
he belongs within their ranks. But even greater
challenges await with the return of his childhood
friend Meg Archer and the onset of a new threat
that not even the rangers are prepared for. Now
Meg and Cal, while struggling with their mutual
attraction, must face their darkest fears to save
the island from disaster. In a possible near
future where Big Pharma is pitted against
ancient traditions and the supernatural, Rachael
Craw's gripping and brutal tale, inspired by
Greek mythology, will immerse readers and
leave them intoxicated by its richly imagined
world.
Tomorrow's Yesterdays- Matt Richardson
2019-08
All Orion "Ryan" Cooper ever wanted was to
enter high school with the rest of his friends and
be normal. But being recruited by the timetraveling Special Historic Operations Council
(SHOC) to help save history as humanity knows
it quickly ruined that. What seems like the

adventure of a lifetime turns deadly when Ryan's
minor role in a mission to Nazi Germany forces
him to choose between running to safety or
seeing the mission through. From crowded Nazi
streets to the Parthenon of Ancient Athens, Ryan
fights a one-man war against the organization
known only as Legion: a time-hopping terrorist
group dedicated to the destruction of mankind
for their own ends. Whether he fights or runs,
death seems the only guarantee, and Ryan can
only pray he stays one step ahead...
Running the Rift - Naomi Benaron 2012-01-03
Running the Rift follows Jean Patrick Nkuba, a
gifted Rwandan boy, from the day he knows that
running will be his life to the moment he must
run to save his life, a ten-year span in which his
country is undone by the Hutu-Tutsi tensions.
Born a Tutsi, he is thrust into a world where it’s
impossible to stay apolitical—where the man
who used to sell you gifts for your family now
spews hatred, where the girl who flirted with
you in the lunchroom refuses to look at you,
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where your Hutu coach is secretly training the
very soldiers who will hunt down your family.
Yet in an environment increasingly restrictive for
the Tutsi, he holds fast to his dream of becoming
Rwanda’s first Olympic medal contender in
track, a feat he believes might deliver him and
his people from this violence. When the killing
begins, Jean Patrick is forced to flee, leaving
behind the woman, the family, and the country
he loves. Finding them again is the race of his
life. This is the third Bellwether Prize winner
published by Algonquin. The Bellwether Prize is
awarded biennially by Barbara Kingsolver for an
unpublished novel that addresses issues of social
justice and was previously awarded to The Girl
Who Fell from the Sky and Mudbound.
Station Eleven - Emily St. John Mandel
2014-09-09
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • An audacious, darkly
glittering novel set in the eerie days of
civilization’s collapse—the spellbinding story of a
Hollywood star, his would-be savior, and a

nomadic group of actors roaming the scattered
outposts of the Great Lakes region, risking
everything for art and humanity. Now an original
series on HBO Max. Over one million copies
sold! Kirsten Raymonde will never forget the
night Arthur Leander, the famous Hollywood
actor, had a heart attack on stage during a
production of King Lear. That was the night
when a devastating flu pandemic arrived in the
city, and within weeks, civilization as we know it
came to an end. Twenty years later, Kirsten
moves between the settlements of the altered
world with a small troupe of actors and
musicians. They call themselves The Traveling
Symphony, and they have dedicated themselves
to keeping the remnants of art and humanity
alive. But when they arrive in St. Deborah by the
Water, they encounter a violent prophet who will
threaten the tiny band’s existence. And as the
story takes off, moving back and forth in time,
and vividly depicting life before and after the
pandemic, the strange twist of fate that connects
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them all will be revealed. Look for Emily St. John

Mandel’s new novel, Sea of Tranquility, coming
soon!
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